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of wooden brushes, by which their surfaces are kept free from loose crystals of electro-deposited silver. The loose silver falls on to trays placed below, which are removed at intervals, and the silver collected from them. It is necessary to agitate the electrolyte.
The. current should have an electromotive force of from one to three
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but is usually only 20 or 30 amperes per square foot. The copper is not deposited unless the solution, becomes too weak in silver or too rich in copper. When too much copper, has accumulated in the solution the latter must be removed, the method being as follows :—The bullion anodes are replaced by carbon ones, and a weak current passed until all the silver is deposited. The silver cathodes'are then replaced by copper ones, and a strong current passed so as to deposit the copper as rapidly as possible as a loose powder, which falls into a copper box. This box is connected with the cathode to prevent corrosion by the acid which is set free. The liquid thus regenerated is used a;ia."m as the new electrolyte. Instead of occasional renewal of the whole electrolyte, it is more usual to draw off a portion each day and replace it with solution free from copper.
If no copper were present in the bullion it is clear that there would be no consumption of acid, and it would, never be necessary to change the electrolyte. Under the most favourable conditions, therefore, with, water power available and the a,mount, of copper in the bullion very small, the cost of part in;.', (lore silver would be merely nominal.
At the Pinos Altos Mine, Chihuahua. Mexico,2 a little plant capable of treating from *'>,500 to -1,000 o/s. of dore silver in 24 hours was at work in IS90. The bullion was from 800 to IKK) line in silver, and 25 to 50 in gold, the rest being chiefly copper. The silver anodes were dissolved in about 21 hours, and the melted cathodes were 999 fine. The electric current employed was 17<> amperes, the electromotive force being 8 volts. The cost of parting was said to be less than •/,• cent per gross oz. of bullion.
The. Moebius process was also in successful operation at the works of the Pennsylvania, Lead Uompany at Pittsburg from. 1886 to 1897; here it is said thai, from ;j(),()0() to -10,000 ozs. of dore bullion w.ere refilled daily. The dore bullion did not contain more than 2 per cent, of impurities (lead, copper, bismuth, etc-.), and was cast into large anode plates, 1-3 cm. thick and weighing l.'J to 15 kilogrammes, which are less advantageous than the li;.-ht thin anodes used at Frankfort. Kach anode was dissolved in about 2.1 days. When the copper rose to more than 4 or 5 per cent, in the solution, part of the. liquid \\as withdrawn, and the silver precipitated as chloride. The silver produced \N as from 999 to 999-5 fine, and could be raised by repeated washing to 999-85.:i
At- the, Perth Amhoy plant of the .American Smelting and Kenning Company, the process was in use in 1900.4 The dore bars from electrolytic copper relinimj were east into anodes. There were 141 silver cells in 24 divisions. Kach cell consumed 2<iO amperes at 1.-75 volts, the total consumption pi current, being 02 kilowatts and the yield 1,600 oas. silver per kilowatt in
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